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Theodor Fontane on Germany‟s Historical Epochs and Aristocratic Decline: The Stechlin (1899)

Theodor Fontane (1819-1898) is regarded by many as the most important (and most enduring)
German-language realist writer of the nineteenth century. Fontane‟s novel The Stechlin [Der
Stechlin] was published in 1899, a year after his death. That the novel is Fontane‟s testament –
both literally and figuratively – is somewhat remarkable, for the author himself admitted that
nothing extraordinary happens in it. At the end, an old fellow dies, and two young ones get
married. It is not the plot that makes the novel special but the conversations, which are
characterized by Fontane‟s trademark lightness and flow. The excerpt below includes one such
conversation between Pastor Lorenzen and Melusine. Lorenzen identifies the central theme of
the novel when he declares, “The primary difference between everything that is modern and the
old lies in the fact that people are no longer put in their accorded places by virtue of their birth.”
The novel reflects Fontane‟s awareness of the fact that the German Empire had already
become a modern industrialized state in which the ossified values of the aristocracy were being
challenged by bourgeois and working-class claims to economic, cultural, and political
ascendancy. Lorenzen is a Protestant clergyman, but he is young and liberal and represents the
modern world. The self-effacing, down-to-earth Prussian Junker Dubslav von Stechlin
represents the old world, while Melusine – one of Fontane‟s most enigmatic female characters –
functions as a kind of oracle in the work.

[...]
I respect what‟s been passed down to us. Along with it, of course, what is emerging too,
because the very thing that‟s emerging will sooner or later itself be something passed down. We
should love everything that‟s old, as far as it has a claim to our respect, but it‟s for the new that
we should really and truly live. And above all, as the Stechlin teaches us, never should we
forget the great interrelatedness of things. To cut one‟s self off is to wall one‟s self in, and to wall
one‟s self in is death. It‟s vital that we keep that constantly in mind.” [ . . . ]
“If only I could tell you how joyfully I put myself at your service, my dearest Countess. And I can
do so all the more easily since, as you know, your ideals are the same as mine. I live for them,
and I feel it a gift of Providence to immerse myself wholly in the new where the old fails to
measure up. And it‟s a new thing of that kind that‟s at stake here. Whether such a new thing
should be – because it must be – or whether it should not be, that‟s the question around which
everything revolves. Everywhere around us here there are a great number of excellent people,
who in all seriousness believe, that whatever has been handed down to us ought to be
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defended like the temple of Solomon – above all whatever has to do with the church, but not,
unfortunately, with what is truly Christian. In our upper classes, moreover, there prevails a naive
tendency to consider everything „Prussian‟ to be a higher cultural form.”
“It‟s precisely as you say. And yet to give it its due, permit me to ask if this naive belief doesn‟t
have a certain justification?”
“At one time it did. But that‟s in the past. And that can‟t be changed. The primary difference
between everything that is modern and the old lies in the fact that people are no longer put in
their accorded places by virtue of their birth. They now have the freedom to put their capabilities
to use in every direction and in every field. Time was, when people were lords of the manor or
linen weavers for three-hundred years. Now any linen weaver has the chance to be the lord of
the manor some day.”
“And practically the reverse,” laughed Melusine. “But let‟s put that rather delicate topic aside. I‟d
much, much rather hear what you have to say regarding the value of our way of life and our
social forms, about our way of viewing things in general, the permissibility of which, as it seems
to me, you so emphatically place in doubt.”
“Not absolutely. If I do doubt, my doubts are directed not so much at the things in themselves,
as at the huge measure of faith that is placed in them. That all these mediocre things are viewed
as something special and superior, and therefore as something, if can be, to be preserved for all
time, that‟s what‟s bad about it all. What once had validity, should go on being valid, what once
was good, should go on being good or even be the best. But that‟s impossible, even if all those
things, which is by no means the case, either, really did measure up to an ideal concept of
power and glory . . . “We‟ve had, when we look back on it, three great epochs. That‟s something
we have to keep in mind. The greatest, perhaps, and at the same time the first, was the one we
had under the Soldier King. There was a man who can‟t be praised enough; marvelously suited
to his times, and at the same time ahead of them. He not only stabilized the kingdom, but what‟s
even far more important, he created the foundations for a new era, and in place of
disorderliness, and self-serving individualism and capricious despotism, he set up order and
justice. Justice, there was his best ‘rocher de bronce’.”
“And then?”
“And then came epoch number two. After the first, it was not very long in coming, and this
country of ours, so completely without brilliance in its nature and history, suddenly found itself
illuminated by the lightning of true genius.”
“That must have elicited quite a bit of amazement.”
“Indeed it did. But more in the world outside than at home. Admiration is an art too, you know. It
takes a certain something to recognize greatness for what it is . . . And then came the third era.
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Not great, but yet rather great after all. That was when this poor, miserable land, that had half
fallen into ruin, was lit through, not by genius, but instead by enthusiasm, by faith in the higher
power of the spirit, of knowledge, and freedom.”
“Good, Lorenzen. But do go on.”
“And all of what I‟ve just recounted covered a century in time. We were ahead of the others in
those days, now and then on an intellectual plane and morally for sure. But our Non-soli-cedo
eagle, with its bundle of lightning bolts in its claws, doesn‟t make lightning any more, and the
enthusiasm is dead. A retrograde motion has taken over; something long since dead and
buried, I‟ve got to say it again, is supposed to bloom anew. But it won‟t. In a certain sense, of
course, everything does return, but with returns of that sort millennia are passed over; the
Roman imperial ages, good or bad, those we can have back again, but not that bamboo cane
from Friedrich Wilhelm‟s „tobacco cabinet.‟ Not even the walking stick of Sanssouci. That sort of
thing is all over and done with. And a good thing it is. What was once progress has long since
become just the opposite. The old-fashioned battles with all their battalions – even though they
still keep on multiplying – they‟re disappearing from modern history. From real history, I mean,
the kind that‟s worth reading about. And if they themselves aren‟t disappearing, interest in them
is in any case. And along with interest, prestige. In their place it‟s inventors and discoverers, and
James Watt and Siemens mean more to us than du Guesclin and Bayard. Heroism hasn‟t
exactly run its course yet, and it won‟t have run its course for a long time yet, but it has already
passed its own particular high point. Yet instead of coming to terms with this fact, our regime
keeps trying to revive artificially something completely on the decline.”
“Things are as you say. But against whom is it directed? You spoke of a „regime.‟ Who is this
regime? A person, or a thing? Is it the machine that‟s been taken over from the old times, with
its cogs and gears clacking along as if dead, or is it he, who is standing at the machine? Or in
the end, is it a certain clearly defined group, who are striving to control, to direct the hand of the
man at the machine? In everything you‟re saying there resounds a rebellious voice. Are you
against the aristocracy? Against the „old families?‟”
“First off, no. I love the old families, and I‟ve got good cause to do so. And I‟d almost like to
believe everybody loves them. The old families are still popular, even today. But they are
wasting and throwing away this empathy, which everybody has need of, every individual and
every caste. Our old families are afflicted through and through with the misconception that
„things can‟t go on without them.‟ But nothing is further from the truth because things surely will
go on without them. They‟re no longer the pillars holding everything up, they‟re the old stone
and moss roof that still goes on straining and pushing down on things, but can‟t offer protection
against storms any longer. It‟s well possible that the days of the aristocracy may come back
again some day, but right now wherever we look, the sign of these times is a democratic world
view. A new age is dawning. I believe a better and a happier one. But even if it‟s not a happier
one, at least it‟s an age with more oxygen in the air, an age where we can breathe better. And
the more freely one can breathe, the more one lives.” [ . . . ]
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“That‟s what everyone says. And we‟re vain enough to believe it. But that leads us to completely
new realms. For the time being, your hand to seal the bargain. And now, after this revolutionary
discourse of ours, permit me to make my way back to the cottages of peaceful folk.” [ . . . ]

Source of English translation: Theodor Fontane, The Stechlin (orig. 1899), translated and
introduced by William L. Zwiebel. Rochester, NY: Camden House (www.camden-house.com),
1995, pp. 226-29.
Original German text reprinted in Theodor Fontane, Werke, Schriften und Briefe [Works,
Writings, and Letters], edited by Walter Keitel and Helmuth Nürnberger. Twenty-one volumes in
four sections. Section I, Sämtliche Romane, Erzählungen, Gedichte, Nachgelassenes
[Complete Novels, Stories, Poems, Posthumously Published Pieces], vol. 5. © 1980 Carl
Hanser Verlag: Munich, pp. 270-74.
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